MS4 Medical Teaching Elective
Small Group: 1  Subgroup: 1
Facilitators:

Chennamaneni, Purnima
Comm: 230  MB:201
Pager num: 55573

Connelly, Peter
Comm: 230  MB:202
Pager num: 55521

Garcia, David
Comm: 230  MB:209
Pager num: 55656

Jenkins, Suzanne Marie
Comm: 260  MB:705
Pager num: 55534

Johns, Jason
Comm: 240  MB:433
Pager num: 55635

Merrill, Sarah
Comm: 230  MB:221
Pager num: 55576

Sinno, Sammy
Comm: 230  MB:231
Pager num: 55607

Vervaeke, Marie
Comm: 240  MB:460
Pager num: 55544

Wittenberg, Beth
Comm: 260  MB:738
Pager num: 55534
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